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1. Meteoro
2. Você não sabe o que é amor
3. Sinais
4. Tô de cara
5. Aqui é o seu lugar/Digitais
6. Minha boca você não beija mais
7. Jogo do amor
8. Vou voar
9. Sempre com você
10. Eu tô jogando verde
11. Sobrenatural
12. Apaixonado/A loira do carro branco
13. Pra você lembrar de mim
14. Você do meu lado
15. A louca
16. Chocolate
17. Amigos pela fé
  

 

  

Luan Domingos Rafael Santana (Campo Grande, 13 March 1991) is a Brazilian singer and
composer of country music. Currently the singer has two platinum discs by ABPD by Luan
Santana album – Live CD format and DVD.The singer has figured among the most popular
Internet right in front of singers like 50 Cent, Coldplay, Britney Spears and Kesha Social arrest
50 in Billboard.

  

Currently the singer has one of the cashes more expensive in the country, charging about 300
thousand per performance. Their first live album was a bestseller throughout the year 2010, it
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has sold over 500,000 copies and remains among the best sellers in Brazil. The album featured
songs like "Tô De Cara", " Meteoro", "Sinais", and "Você Não Sabe O Que É Amor". His second
album was recorded live in December 2010 at HSBC Arena in Rio de Janeiro and will be
released in 2011. The first single, Adrenalina", a song that hit the top spot on the Billboard
charts Brazil's second single was "Química Do Amor" with the participation of Ivete Sangalo.

  

Luan Santana began singing at age three in his hometown of Campo Grande - MS, he called
attention to the whole family to the tune of chords country songs that would not stop singing.
Realizing his talent, his father gave it to a guitar, to further encourage the little singer. Thereafter
the presentations have gained a further attraction, Luan and sang 'tried' strum a few notes on
the musical instrument, which has become inseparable from it. ---br.answers.yahoo.com
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